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Abstract

The intrinsic failure mechanisms and reliability models of state-of-the-art MOSFETs are reviewed. The simulation tools and failure
equivalent circuits are described. The review includes historical background as well as a new approach for accurately predicting circuit
reliability and failure rate from the system point of view.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Microelectronics integration density is limited by the
reliability of the manufactured product at a desired circuit
density. Design rules, operating voltage and maximum
switching speeds are chosen to insure functional operation
over the intended lifetime of the product. Thus, in order to
determine the ultimate performance for a given set of
design constraints, the reliability must be modeled for its
specific operating condition.

Reliability modeling for the purpose of lifetime predic-
tion is therefore the ultimate task of a failure physics eval-
uation. Unfortunately, all the industrial approaches to
reliability evaluation fall short of predicting failure rates
or wearout lifetime of semiconductor products. This is
attributed mainly to two reasons: the lack of a unified
approach for predicting device failure rates and the fact
that all commercial reliability evaluation methods rely on
the acceleration of a single, dominant failure mechanism.

Over the last several decades, our knowledge about the
root cause and physical behavior of the critical failure
mechanisms in microelectronic devices has grown signifi-
cantly. Confidence in the reliability models have led to
more aggressive design rules that have been successfully
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applied to the latest VLSI technology. One result of
improved reliability modeling has been accelerated perfor-
mance, beyond the expectation of Moore’s Law. A conse-
quence of more aggressive design rules has been a
reduction in the weight of a single failure mechanism.
Hence in modern devices, there is no single failure mode
that is more likely to occur than any other as guaranteed
by the integration of modern failure physics modeling
and advanced simulation tools in the design process.

The consequence of more advanced reliability modeling
tools is a new phenomenon of device failures resulting from
a combination of several competing failure mechanism.
Hence, a new approach is required for reliability modeling
and prediction. This paper reviews the existing modeling
and prediction methods and presents an approach for accu-
rate system reliability modeling in the competing mecha-
nisms era. In addition, a new simulation tool that based
on this new approach is presented.
1.1. Reliability prediction from historical perspective

In order to understand the current trends in reliability
modeling and prediction, we have to look at it from his-
torical point of view. Reliability modeling and prediction
is a relatively new discipline. Only since World War II has
reliability become a subject of study. This came about
because of the relatively complex electronic equipment
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used during the war and the rather high failure rates
observed.

Since then, we can indicate two different approaches for
reliability modeling corresponding to different time peri-
ods. Until the 1980s, the exponential, or the constant fail-
ure rate (CFR) model [1] had been the only model used
for describing the useful life of electronic components. It
was common to six reliability prediction procedures, which
were reviewed by Bowles [2] and was the foundation of the
military handbook for reliability prediction of electronic
equipments, known as MIL-HDBK-217 [3] series. It
became the de facto industry standard for reliability predic-
tion. Although the CFR model was used without physical
justification, it is not difficult to reconstruct the rationale
for the use of the CFR model which mathematically
describes the failure distribution of systems in which the
failures are due to completely random or chance events.
Indeed, throughout that period, electronic equipment com-
plexity has begun to increase significantly. Similarly, the
earlier devices were fragile and had several intrinsic failure
mechanisms, which combined together to result in a con-
stant failure rate.

During the 1980s and early 1990s, with the introduction
of integrated circuits (ICs), more and more evidence was
gathered suggesting that the CFR model was no longer
applicable. Phenomena, such as infant mortality and device
wearout dominated the field failures and they could not be
described using the CFR model. In 1991, two research
groups, IIT Research Institute/Honeywell SSED and the
Westinghouse/University of Maryland teams both sug-
gested that the CFR model should not be used [4], based
on their research to provide guidelines to update the
MIL-HDBK-217. They suggested that the exponential dis-
tribution was unacceptable and should not be blindly
applied to every type of component and system.

The end of the CFR as a sole model for reliability mod-
eling was officially set with the publication of the ‘‘Perry
Memo’’ [5]. Responding to increasing criticism of CFR,
in 1994, Secretary of Defense William Perry issued a mem-
orandum that effectively eliminated the use of most defense
standards, including the MIL-HDBK-217 series. Many
defense standards were cancelled at that time and, in their
place, the DOD encouraged the use of industry standards,
such as ISO 9000 series for quality assurance.

Since then, the Physics-of-Failure approach has domi-
nated reliability modeling. In this approach, the root cause
of individual failure mechanism is studied and corrected to
achieve some determined lifetime. Since wearout mecha-
nisms became better understood, the goal of reliability
engineers has been to design dominant mechanisms for
the useful life of the components by applying strict rules
for every design feature. The theoretical result of this
approach, of course, is that the expected wearout failures
have become unlikely to occur during the normal service
life of microelectronic devices. Nonetheless, failures do
occur in the field and reliability prediction had to accom-
modate this new theoretical approach to the virtual elimi-
nation of any one failure mechanisms limiting the useful
life of an electronic device.

1.2. Reliability modeling and prediction today

Reliability device simulators have become an integral
part of the design process. These simulators successfully
model the most significant physical failure mechanisms in
modern electronic devices, such as time dependent dielec-
tric breakdown (TDDB), negative bias temperature insta-
bility (NBTI), electromigration (EM) and hot carrier
injection (HCI). These mechanisms are modeled through-
out the circuit design process so that the system will oper-
ate for a minimum expected useful life.

Modern chips are composed of tens or hundreds of mil-
lions of transistors. Hence, chip level reliability prediction
methods are mostly statistical. Today, chip level reliability
prediction tools, model the failure probability of the chips
at the end-of-life, when the known wearout mechanisms
are expected to dominate. However, modern prediction
tools do not predict the random, post-burn-in, failure rate
that would be seen in the field.

Chip and packaged system reliability is still measured by
a Failure unIT (FIT). The FIT is a rate, defined as the
number of expected device failures per billion part hours.
A FIT is assigned for each component multiplied by the
number of devices in a system for an approximation of
the expected system reliability. The semiconductor industry
provides an expected FIT for every product that is sold
based on operation within the specified conditions of volt-
age, frequency, heat dissipation, etc. Hence, a system reli-
ability model is a prediction of the expected mean time
between failures (MTBF) for an entire system as the sum
of the FIT rates for every component.

A FIT is defined in terms of an acceleration factor, AF,
as

FIT ¼ #failures

#tested � hours � AF

� 109; ð1Þ

where #failures and #tested are the number of actual fail-
ures that occurred as a fraction of the total number of units
subjected to an accelerated test. The acceleration factor,
AF, must be supplied by the manufacturers since only they
know the failure mechanisms that are being accelerated in
the high temperature operating life (HTOL) and it is gener-
ally based on a company proprietary variant of the MIL-
HDBK-217 approach for accelerated life testing. The true
task of reliability modeling, therefore, is to choose an
appropriate value for AF based on the physics of the dom-
inant device failure mechanisms that would occur in the
field.

The HTOL qualification test is usually performed as the
final qualification step of a semiconductor manufacturing
process. The test consists of stressing some number of
parts, usually about 100, for an extended time, usually
1000 h, at an accelerated voltage and temperature. Two
features shed doubt on the accuracy of this procedure.
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One feature is the lack of sufficient statistical data and the
second is that companies generally present zero failures
results of their qualification tests and hence stress their
parts under relatively low stress levels to guarantee zero
failures during qualification testing.

Unfortunately, with zero failures, no statistical data are
acquired. Another feature is their calculation of the accel-
eration factor AF. If the qualification test results in zero
failures, which allows the assumption (with only 60% con-
fidence!) that no more than 1/2 a failure occurred during
the accelerated test. This would result, based on the exam-
ple parameters, in a reported FIT = 5000/AF, which can be
almost any value from less than 1 FIT to more than 500
FIT, depending on the conditions and model used for the
voltage and temperature acceleration.

The accepted approach for measuring FIT would, in
theory, be reasonably correct if there was only a single
dominant failure mechanism that was excited equally by
either voltage or temperature. For example, electromigra-
tion is known to follow Black’s equation (described later)
and is accelerated by increased current stress in a conduc-
tor or by increasing the device temperature. If, however,
multiple failure mechanisms are responsible for device fail-
ures, each failure mechanism should be modeled as an indi-
vidual ‘‘element’’ in the system and the component survival
is modeled as the survival probability of all the ‘‘elements’’
as a function of time.

If multiple failure mechanisms, instead of a single mech-
anism, are assumed to be time-independent and indepen-
dent of each other, FIT (constant failure rate
approximation) should be a reasonable approximation
for realistic field failures. Under the assumption of multiple
failure mechanisms, each will be accelerated differently
depending on the physics that is responsible for each mech-
anism. If, however, an HTOL test is performed at an arbi-
trary voltage and temperature for acceleration based only
on a single failure mechanism, then only that mechanism
will be accelerated. In that instance, which is generally true
for most devices, the reported FIT (especially one based on
zero failures) will be meaningless with respect to other fail-
ure mechanisms.

1.3. Competing mechanism theory

1.3.1. Multiple failure mechanism model

Whereas the failure rate qualification has not improved
over the years, the semiconductor industry understanding
of reliability physics of semiconductor devices has
advanced enormously. Every known failure mechanism is
so well understood and the processes are so tightly con-
trolled that electronic components are designed to perform
with reasonable life and with no single dominant failure

mechanism. Standard HTOL tests generally reveal multiple
failure mechanisms during testing, which suggests also that
no single failure mechanism dominates the FIT rate in the
field. Therefore, in order to make a more accurate model
for FIT, a preferable approximation is that all failures
are equally likely and the resulting overall failure distribu-
tion resembles constant failure rate process that is consis-
tent with the mil-handbook, FIT rate approach.

The acceleration of a single failure mechanism is a
highly non-linear function of temperature and/or voltage.
The temperature acceleration factor (AFT) and voltage
acceleration factor (AFV) can be calculated separately
and are the subject of most studies of reliability physics.
The total acceleration factor of the different stress combi-
nations are the product of the acceleration factors of tem-
perature and voltage:

AF ¼ kðT 2; V 2Þ
kðT 1; V 1Þ

¼ AF T � AF V

¼ exp
Ea

k
1

T 1

� 1

T 2

� �� �
expðc1ðV 2 � V 1ÞÞ. ð2Þ

This acceleration factor model is widely used as the indus-
try standard for device qualification. However, it only
approximates a single dielectric breakdown type of failure
mechanism and does not correctly predict the acceleration
of other mechanisms.

To be even approximately accurate, electronic devices
should be considered to have several failure modes degrad-
ing simultaneously. Each mechanism ‘competes’ with the
others to cause an eventual failure. When more than one
mechanism exists in a system, then the relative acceleration
of each one must be defined and averaged under the
applied condition. Every potential failure mechanism
should be identified and its unique AF should then be cal-
culated for each mechanism at given temperature and volt-
age so the FIT rate can be approximated for each
mechanism separately. Then, the final FIT is the sum of
the failure rates per mechanism, as described by

FITtotal ¼ FIT1 þ FIT2 þ � � � þ FITi; ð3Þ
where each mechanism leads to an expected failure unit per
mechanism, FITi. Unfortunately, individual failure mecha-
nisms are not uniformly accelerated by a standard HTOL
test, and the manufacturer is forced to model a single accel-
eration factor that cannot be combined with the known
physics of failure models.

1.3.2. Acceleration factor

The qualification of device reliability, as reported by a
FIT rate, must be based on an acceleration factor, which
represents the failure model for the tested device. If we
assume that there is no failure analysis (FA) of the devices
after the HTOL test, or that the manufacturer does not
report FA results to the customer, then a model should
be made for the acceleration factor, AF, based on a combi-
nation of competing mechanisms. This will be explained by
way of example. Suppose there are two identifiable, con-
stant rate competing failure modes (assume an exponential
distribution). One failure mode is accelerated only by tem-
perature. We denote its failure rate as k1(T). The other fail-
ure mode is only accelerated by voltage, and the
corresponding failure rate is denoted as k2(V). By perform-
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ing the acceleration tests for temperature and voltage sep-
arately, we can get the failure rates of both failure modes
at their corresponding stress conditions. Then we can cal-
culate the acceleration factor of the mechanisms. If for
the first failure mode we have k1(T1), k1(T2), and for the
second failure mode, we have k2(V1), k2(V2), then the tem-
perature acceleration factor is

AF T ¼
k1ðT 2Þ
k1ðT 1Þ

; T 1 < T 2 ð4Þ

and the voltage acceleration factor is

AF V ¼
k2ðV 2Þ
k2ðV 1Þ

; V 1 < V 2. ð5Þ

The system acceleration factor between the stress condi-
tions of (T1,V1) and (T2,V2) is

AF ¼ k1ðT 2; V 2Þ þ k2ðT 2; V 2Þ
k1ðT 1; V 1Þ þ k2ðT 1; V 1Þ

¼ k1ðT 2Þ þ k2ðV 2Þ
k1ðT 1Þ þ k2ðV 1Þ

. ð6Þ

The above equation can be transformed to the following
two expressions:

AF ¼ k1ðT 2Þ þ k2ðV 2Þ
k1ðT 2Þ
AF T

þ k2ðV 2Þ
AF V

ð7Þ

or

AF ¼ k1ðT 1ÞAF T þ k2ðV 1ÞAF V

k1ðT 1Þ þ k2ðV 1Þ
. ð8Þ

These two equations can be simplified based on different
assumptions.

When k1(T1) = k2(V1) (i.e. equal probability under nor-
mal operating conditions):

AF ¼ AF T þ AF V

2
. ð9Þ

Therefore, unless the temperature and voltage is care-
fully chosen so that AFT and AFV are very close, within a
factor of about 2, then one acceleration factor will over-
whelm the failures at the accelerated conditions. Similarly,
when k1(T2) = k2(V2) (i.e. equal probability during acceler-
ated test condition) then AF will take this form:

AF ¼ 2
1

AF T

þ 1

AF V

ð10Þ

and the acceleration factor applied to normal operating
conditions will be dominated by the individual factor with
the greatest acceleration. In either situation, the accelerated
test does not accurately reflect the correct proportion of
acceleration factors based on the understood physics of
failure mechanisms.

This discussion can be generalized to incorporate situa-
tions with more than two failure modes. Suppose a device
has n independent failure mechanisms, and kLTFMi repre-
sents the ith failure mode at accelerated condition, kuseFMi

represents the ith failure mode at normal condition, then
AF can be expressed. If the device is designed, such that
the failure modes have equal frequency of occurrence dur-
ing normal operating conditions:

AF ¼ kuseFM1
� AF 1 þ kuseFM2

� AF 2 þ � � � þ kuseFMn � AF n

kuseFM1
þ kuseFM2

þ � � � þ kuseFMn

¼
Pn

i¼1AF i

n
. ð11Þ

If the device is designed, such that the failure modes
have equal frequency of occurrence during the test

conditions:

AF ¼ kLTFM1
þ kLTFM2

þ � � � þ kLTFMn

kLTFM1
� AF �1

1 þ kLTFM2
� AF �1

2 þ � � � þ kLTFMn � AF �1
n

¼ nPn
i¼1

1
AF i

.

ð12Þ

From these relations, it is clear that only if the acceleration
factors for each mode are almost equal, i.e., AF1 � AF2, the
total acceleration factor will be AF = AF1 = AF2, and cer-
tainly not the product of the two (as is currently the model
used by industry). If, however, the acceleration of one fail-
ure mode is much greater than the second, the standard
FIT calculation (Eq. (2)) could be incorrect by many orders
of magnitude.

Due to the exponential nature of the acceleration factor
as a function of V or T, if only a single parameter is chan-
ged, then it is not likely for more than one mechanism to be
accelerated significantly compared to the others for any
given V and T. In the next section, at least four mecha-
nisms should be considered. Also, the various voltage
and temperature dependencies must be considered in order
to make a reasonable reliability model for electron devices.
The assumption of equal failure probability under normal
operating conditions is the most conservative and probably
the most accurate. In fact, the exact proportions will not
alter the result significantly since the proportional factor
is only linearly related to the final acceleration factor, as
compared to the exponential and power-law factors of
the related physics models.

2. MOS failure mechanisms models

The major wearout mechanisms of semiconductor-based
micro-electronic devices are electromigration (EM), gate
oxide breakdown also known as time dependent dielectric
breakdown (TDDB), hot carrier injection (HCI) and nega-
tive bias temperature instability (NBTI). These mecha-
nisms are briefly reviewed below.

2.1. Electromigration

Electrons passing through a conductor transfer some of
their momentum to its atoms. At sufficiently high electron
current densities (greater than 105 A/cm2 [6]), atoms may
shift towards the anode side. The material depletion at
the cathode side causes circuit damage due to decreased
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electrical conductance and eventual formation of open cir-
cuit conditions. This is caused by voids and micro-cracks,
which may increase the conductor resistance as the cross-
sectional area is reduced. Increased resistance alone may
result in device failure, yet, the resulting increase in local
current density and temperature may lead to thermal run-
away and catastrophic failure [7], such as an open circuit
failure. Alternatively, short circuit conditions may develop
due to excess material buildup at the anode. Hillocks form
where there is excess material, breaking the oxide layer,
allowing the conductor to come in contact with other
device features. Other types of damage include whiskers,
thinning, localized heating, and cracking of the passivation
and inter-level dielectrics [8].

This diffusive process, known as electromigration, is still
a major reliability concern despite vast scientific research as
well as electrical and materials engineering efforts. Electro-
migration can occur in any metal when high current densi-
ties are present. In particular, the areas of greatest concern
are the thin-film metallic interconnects between device fea-
tures, contacts and vias [8].

2.1.1. EM physics

At high current densities, the force exerted by electrons
scattering off the positively charged metal ions becomes
stronger than the electrostatic pull force toward the cath-
ode. Thus, the diffusion of the ions is biased in the direction
of the electron flow, leading to electromigration. Its effects
are expected to be characteristic of the material, such that
the activation energy for electromigration is dependent on
the material type, the size and orientation of the grains,
stress, temperature and even the length of the conductor.
Even low concentration doping may have great impact
on the EM features. As an example, the EM activation
energy of bulk Al is 1.4 eV, while adding small amounts
(0.3–5%) of Cu reduces this activation energy by about
0.5–0.8 eV [8].

Grain size and pattern also have substantial impact on
the effective EM activation energy of the metal. For
instance, the activation energy ranges between 1 and 2 eV
for thin films with large grain sizes. For very fine grained
samples, the activation energy may be as low as 0.4–
0.6 eV. Thus, mass transport-induced damage is more
severe at grain boundaries and is greatest where three or
more grains meet. When small dimension conductors are
used, columnar growth of the metal lowers the grain
boundary density and increases the electromigration
lifetime.

Stress gradients also affect electromigration since they
can induce atomic motion within the metal. Atoms migrate
from regions of compressive stress to regions of tensile
stress. When a conductor is shorter than a critical length,
Lc, known as the ‘Blech Length’, the stress-induced flow
of atoms counters the EM driving force and EM is elimi-
nated [9].

Temperature gradients, caused by high current Joule
heating also affect electromigration. While these gradients
may only span a temperature change of some tens of
degrees, the temperature change over a few microns results
in large gradients [9]. Since EM is a thermally activated
process, the temperature gradients produce flux diver-
gences such as those found at contacts or other device
features.

Increasingly, low resistivity Cu interconnects have been
made use in ICs since Cu has a lower atomic diffusivity
than Al. However, the surface self-diffusion in copper
appears to be faster than grain-boundary self-diffusion.
Thus, Cu does not provide the desired solution and the reli-
ability of Cu interconnects may be improved by suppress-
ing the interface and surface diffusion [10].

2.1.2. Lifetime prediction

Modeling electromigration median time to failure
(MTTF) from the first principles of the failure mechanism
is difficult. While there are many competing models
attempting to predict time-to-failure from first principles,
there is no universally accepted model.

Currently, the favored method to predict time to failure
is an approximate statistical one given by the Black’s equa-
tion, which describes the MTTF by

MTTF ¼ AðjeÞ
�n expðEa=kT Þ; ð13Þ

where je is the current density and Ea is the EM activation
energy. Failure times are described by the lognormal distri-
bution [11]. The symbol A is a constant, which depends on
a number of factors, including grain size, line structure and
geometry, test conditions, current density, thermal history,
etc. Black determined the value of n to equal 2. However, n

is highly dependent on residual stress and current density
[8] and its value is highly controversial.

A range of values for the EM activation energy, Ea, of
aluminum (Al) and aluminum alloys is also reported. The
typical value is Ea = 0.6 ± 0.1 eV. The activation energy
can vary due to mechanical stresses caused by thermal
expansion. Introduction of 0.5% Cu in Al interconnects
may result in n = 2.63 and an activation energy of
Ea = 0.95 eV. For multi-level Damascene Cu interconnects,
an activation energy of Ea = 0.94 ± 0.11 eV at a 95%
confidence interval (CI) and a value of the current
density exponent of n = 2.03 ± 0.21 (95% CI) were found
[12].

2.1.3. Lifetime distribution model

Traditionally, the EM lifetime has been modeled by the
lognormal distribution. Most test data appear to fit the log-
normal distribution, but these data are typically for the
failure time of a single conductor [13]. Through the testing
of over 75,000 Al(Cu) connectors, Gall et al. [13] showed
that the electromigration failure mechanism did follow
the lognormal distribution. This is valid for the TTF of
the first link with the assumption that the first link failure
will result in device failure. The limitation is that a lognor-
mal distribution is not scalable. A device with different
numbers of links fails with a different lognormal distribu-
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tion. Thus, a measured failure distribution is valid only for
the device on which it is measured. Gall et al. also showed
that the Weibull (and thus the exponential) distribution is
not a valid model for electromigration.

Even though the lognormal distribution is the best fit for
predicting the failure of an individual device due to EM,
the exponential model is still applicable for modeling EM
failure in a system of many devices where the reliability is
determined by the first failure of the system.

2.1.4. Lifetime sensitivity

The sensitivity of the electromigration lifetime can be
observed by plotting the lifetime as a function of the input
parameters. For EM, the most significant input parameters
corresponding to lifetime are the temperature (T) and cur-
rent density (je). The lifetime may be normalized using an
acceleration factor.

Substituting Black’s equation and assuming an exponen-
tial failure distribution into

Af ¼ krated=k ð14Þ

provides the acceleration factor for EM

Af ;EM ¼ ðje=je;ratedÞ
�n exp½ðEa;EM=kT Þð1=T � 1=T ratedÞ�.

ð15Þ

Obviously, T has a much greater impact on Af than je.
As device features continue to shrink and interconnect

current densities grow, EM will remain a concern. New
technologies may reduce the EM impact of increasing den-
sities but new performance requirements emerge that
require increased interconnect reliability under conditions
of decreased metallization inherent reliability [9]. Thus,
EM will remain a design and wearout issue in future semi-
conductor designs.

2.2. Time dependent dielectric breakdown

Time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), also
known as oxide breakdown, is a source of significant reli-
ability concern. When a sufficiently high electric field is
applied across the dielectric gate of a transistor, continued
degradation of the material results in the formation of con-
ductive paths, which may short the anode and cathode [14].
This process will be accelerated as the thickness of the gate
oxide decreases with continued device down-scaling.

The TDDB process takes place in two stages [15]. In the
first stage, the oxide is damaged by the localized hole and
bulk electron trapping within it and at its interfaces. The
second stage is reached when the increasing density of traps
within the oxide form a percolation (conduction) path
through the oxide. This short circuit between the substrate
and gate electrode results in oxide failure. This process has
been successfully modeled using Monte Carlo simulations.

The formation of a percolation path may result in one of
two types of failure. Once a conduction path forms, current
flows through the path causing a sudden energy burst,
which may cause runaway thermal heating. The result
may be a soft breakdown if the device continues to function.
Local melting of the oxide will destroy the gate and is thus
denoted as hard breakdown. It has been speculated that soft
breakdown does not even significantly affect transistor
operation, although it may still lead to the failure of short
channel devices. While the change in both threshold volt-
age and leakage from soft breakdown is small and initially
does not affect device operation, the effects are cumulative.
Multiple soft breakdowns may result in an increase in leak-
age current to unacceptable levels [16].

2.2.1. TDDB physics

Trap generation is the key factor determining oxide deg-
radation and breakdown. Three general models are dis-
cussed in the literature for trap generation. These models
are the ‘‘anode hole injection’’ (AHI) model, the
‘‘thermo-chemical’’ model, and the ‘‘anode hydrogen
release’’ (AHR) model.

The AHI model (1/E model) was proposed by Schuegraf
and Hu [17] and studied by many researchers. In
this model, electrons injected from the gate metal cathode
into the oxide undergo impact ionization events, which
generate holes in the process. Some of these holes tunnel
back into the cathode and create electron traps in the
oxide. The physics of the trap creation process is still spec-
ulative.

The thermo-chemical model (E model) is another widely
cited dielectric breakdown model. McPherson and Mogul
[18] reviewed the development of this model and proposed
a physical explanation. This model proposes that defect
generation is a field-driven process and the current flowing
through the oxide plays a secondary role at most. The
interaction of the applied electric field with the dipole
moments associated with oxygen vacancies leads to a con-
duction sub-band formation and to severe Joule heating at
the stage of oxide breakdown.

In the AHR model, the energy release of the incoming
electrons at the anode may activate hydrogen release at
the anode, besides creating holes. The released hydrogen
diffuses through the oxide and can generate electron traps.
There have been contradicting opinions on the exact field
acceleration law of time-to-breakdown – tBD. According
to the AHI model (1/E model) the field dependence of
the tBD takes the form:

tBDðtÞ ¼ s0 exp
G

EOX

� �
; ð16Þ

where EOX is the electric field across the dielectric and s0

and G are constants.
According to the thermo-chemical model (E model) the

field dependence of the tBD is of the form:

tBDðtÞ ¼ t0 expð�cEOXÞ; ð17Þ

where t0 and c are constants.
There is still no consensus on the correct acceleration

law and the discussion of the E and 1/E models continues.
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The debate about E vs. 1/E models is most applicable for
thick oxides. For ultra-thin oxides evidence shows that gate
voltage is the primary driver of the breakdown process [19].
Additionally, there is evidence that the temperature
dependence of ultra-thin oxides is non-Arrhenius, but
rather the temperature acceleration factor is larger at
higher temperatures. To account for these observations,
Wu et al. [19] have proposed a relationship in the form
of

MTTF ¼ T BD0ðV Þ expðaðV Þ=T þ bðV Þ=T 2Þ; ð18Þ

where T BD0ðV Þ, a and b are voltage dependent factors. The
second order term, b/T2, is included in order to account for
any non-Arrhenius temperature effects.

2.2.2. Lifetime distribution model

The time-to-breakdown (tBD) is a statistically distrib-
uted parameter. At high fields, a very wide distribution of
breakdown times is found. It is commonly assumed to be
distributed according to the Weibull statistics, which is typ-
ical for ‘weakest link processes’. The cumulative distribu-
tion function can then be described as

F ðtÞ ¼ 1� exp � t
g

� �b
" #

; ð19Þ

where b is the shape factor of the distribution, often called
the Weibull slope, and g is a scale factor. Eq. (19), can be
rearranged such that

ln½� lnð1� F ðtÞÞ� ¼ b lnðtÞ � b lnðgÞ; ð20Þ
which implies that a plot of ln[�ln(1 � F)] as a function of
the logarithm of t yields a straight line with a slope of b.

Lognormal distribution has also been used to analyze
accelerated test data of dielectric breakdown. Although it
may fit failure data over a limited sample set, it has been
demonstrated that the Weibull distribution more accu-
rately fits large numbers of TDDB failures [20]. An impor-
tant disadvantage of lognormal distribution is that it does
not predict the observed area dependence of tBD for ultra-
thin gate oxides.

2.2.3. The breakdown event

The breakdown event itself is usually described using a
‘‘weakest link’’ model. Gate oxide failure is a weakest link
type of problem because the whole chip fails if any one
device fails, and a device fails if any small portion of the
gate area of the device breaks down.

The first ‘weakest link’ model was formulated by Sune
et al. [21] in the early 1990s and described oxide breakdown
and defect generation via a Poisson process. In this model,
a capacitor is divided into a large number of small cells. It
is assumed that during oxide stressing, neutral electron
traps are generated at random positions on the capacitor
area. The number of traps in each cell is counted. Once
the number of traps in a cell reaches a critical value, break-
down will occur.
The disadvantage of Sune’s model is its two-dimensional
nature. A new three-dimensional model, based on the per-
colation concept has been suggested in Ref. [22] and has
been thoroughly elaborated in Refs. [23,24]. The model
assumes that electron traps are generated inside the oxide
at random positions in space. Around these traps, a sphere
is defined with a fixed radius r, which is the only parameter
of the model. If the spheres of two neighboring traps over-
lap, conduction between these traps becomes possible by
definition.

This mechanism of trap generation continues until a con-
ducting path is created from one interface to the other,
which defines the breakdown condition. The percolation
model for oxide breakdown is able to quantitatively explain
two important experimental observations: (i) as the oxide
thickness decreases, the density of oxide traps needed to
trigger breakdown decreases [23–25], and (ii) as the oxide
thickness decreases, the Weibull slope of the breakdown dis-
tribution decreases and approaches unity, i.e. a larger
spread of the tBD-values is observed [23,24,26,27].

Oxide thickness will continue to be scaled in future
devices because of the need to improve and optimize circuit
performance. The effect of TDDB in the case of ultrathin
oxides is still arguable. The contrasting viewpoints indicate
the need for better understanding of TDDB as device fea-
tures shrink.

2.3. Hot carrier injection

Hot carriers in the semiconductor device are the cause of
a distinct wearout mechanism, the hot carrier injection
(HCI). Hot carriers are produced when the source–drain
current flowing through the channel attains high energy
beyond the lattice temperature. Some of these hot carriers
gain sufficient energy to be injected into the gate oxide,
resulting in charge trap and interface state generation. The
latter may lead to shifts in the performance characteristics
of the device, e.g., the threshold voltage, transconductance,
or saturation current, and eventually to its degradation.

The rate of hot carrier injection is directly related to the
channel length, oxide thickness and the operating voltage
of the device. Since the latter are minimized for optimal
performance, the scaling has not kept pace with the reduc-
tion in channel length. Current densities have been
increased with a corresponding increase in device suscepti-
bility to hot carrier effects.

2.3.1. HCI physics

Hot carriers are generated during the operation of semi-
conductor devices as it switch states. As carriers travel
through the channel from source to drain, the lateral elec-
tric field near the drain junction causes carriers to become
hot [28]. A small part of these hot carriers gain sufficient
energy—higher than the Si–SiO2 energy barrier of about
3.7 eV—to be injected into the gate oxide. In nMOS (neg-
ative-channel metal-oxide semiconductor) devices, hot elec-
trons are generated while hot holes are produced in pMOS
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(positive-channel metal-oxide semiconductor) devices.
Injection of either carrier results in three primary types of
damage: trapping of electrons or holes in pre-existing traps,
generation of new traps, and the generation of interface
traps [29]. These traps may be classified by location [30]
while their effects vary.

Interface traps are located at or near the Si–SiO2 inter-
face and directly affect transconductance, leakage current
and noise level. Oxide traps are located further away from
the interface and affect the long term MOSFET stability,
specifically the threshold voltage. Effects of defect genera-
tion include threshold voltage shifts, transconductance deg-
radation and drain current reduction [28]. NBTI seems to
have similar degradation patterns, except for pMOS, so
both will be treated similarly here.

Hu et al. [31] proposed the ‘lucky’ electron model for hot
carrier effects. This is a probabilistic model proposing that
a carrier must first gain enough kinetic energy to become
‘hot’, and then the carrier momentum must become redi-
rected perpendicularly so the carrier can enter the oxide.
The current across the gate is denoted by igate and during
normal operation its value is negligible. Degradation due
to hot carriers is proportional to igate, making the latter a
good monitor of the former. If the rate of change of the
HCI-induces damage, designated by D, is proportional to
igate, then

dD=dt � igate ¼ AðDÞ=W � idrain � ðisub=idrainÞm; ð21Þ
where W is the width of the MOSFET. By letting
B = A(D)/W, and knowing that MTTF depends on the re-
ciprocal of dD/dt, the failure rate is found from

k ¼ B � idrain � ðisub=idrainÞm. ð22Þ

This equation assumes static (dc) voltages and currents. To
account for dynamic degradation k has to be integrated
over a full cycle time.

Temperature plays an interesting, though small role in
hot carrier injection, since the activation energy is negative,
implying that HCI diminishes with increasing temperature.
At low temperatures, the substrate current increases
because the drain current increases. According to Acovic
et al. [32], the effects of oxide degradation are stronger at
low temperatures because the electrons, having lower ther-
mal energy, are more confined within the negatively
charged degraded zone. Another possibility is that freeze-
out of impurities in the drain at low temperatures makes
n-MOSFETs more sensitive to electrons trapped in the
drain region, increasing degradation. Degradation
decreases at high temperatures because the drain current
and the mean free path decrease.

2.3.2. Lifetime prediction

The lucky electron model does not fully predict hot car-
rier injection lifetime. Since there is no direct method of
measuring device lifetime, the Arrhenius relationship
remains a favored lifetime prediction tool. The following
models are from JEP-122A [14]. It contains two models.
The N-Channel model is for nMOS devices. In these
devices the substrate current is an indicator of hot carriers.
The MTTF equation is

MTTF ¼ BðisubÞ � N expðEa=kT Þ; ð23Þ

where B is a scale factor, which is a function of doping pro-
files, sidewall spacing, dimensions, etc., isub is the substrate
current, N ranges from 2 to 4, and Ea is the activation en-
ergy in the range of �0.1 eV to �0.2 eV.

In pMOS devices, hot holes do not show up as substrate
current. However, the gate current can serve as an indica-
tor of hot carriers. Thus the P-Channel model is

MTTF ¼ BðigateÞ�M expðEa=kT Þ; ð24Þ

where B and Ea are the same as before while igate is the peak
gate current during stressing and M ranges from 2 to 4.
However, the Arrhenius term is not necessarily appropriate
for these mechanisms.

2.3.3. Lifetime distribution model
There is little discussion in literature about a proper sta-

tistical lifetime distribution model for hot carrier injection.
A logical hypothesis for the lifetime distribution would be
the exponential one. This is a good assumption because as
a device becomes more complex, with millions of gates, it
may be considered as a system.

The failure probability of each individual gate is not
most likely an exponential distribution. However, the
cumulative effect of early failures and process variability,
ensuring each gate has a different failure rate, widens the
spread of the device failures. The end result is that intrinsic
hot carrier injection becomes statistically more random as
the failures occur at a constant rate.

2.3.4. Lifetime sensitivity

As for EM, hot carrier injection lifetime is sensitive to
changes in the input parameters. The acceleration factor
for hot carrier injection is

AF;HCD ¼ expðBð1=V dd � 1=V dd;maxÞÞ. ð25Þ

HCI continues to be a reliability concern as device feature
sizes shrink. HCI is a function of internal electric fields in
the device and as such is affected by channel length, oxide
thickness and device operating voltage. Shorter channel
lengths decrease reliability but the oxide thickness and
the voltage may also be reduced to help alleviate the reduc-
tion in reliability. Another way of improving hot carrier
reliability may be by shifting the position of the maximum
drain so it is deeper in the channel [32]. This would result in
hot carriers being generated further away from the gate
and Si–SiO2 interface, reducing the likelihood of injection
into the gate. Another method is to reduce the substrate
current by using a lightly doped drain (LDD) where part
of the voltage drop is across a lightly doped drain extension
not covered by the gate. Annealing the oxides in NH3, N2O
or NO or growing them directly in N2O or NO improves
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their resistance to interface state generation by the hot
carriers.

2.4. Negative bias temperature instability

NBTI differs from hot carrier injection in that NBTI
causes a shift in the device threshold voltage. The mecha-
nism for NBTI damage are holes trapped within the inter-
face between the SiO2 gate insulator and the Si substrate.
NBTI damage is most prevalent in p-MOSFET devices
where holes are thermally activated and gain sufficient
energy to disassociate the interface/oxide defects near the
lightly doped drain (LDD) regions. This happens at the
LDD regions because of the higher hole concentrations
near the gate edge.

NBTI mainly occurs in p-channel MOS devices stressed
with negative gate voltages at elevated temperatures. It
appears to be negligible for positive gate voltage and for
either positive or negative gate voltages in n-MOSFETs.
NBTI manifests itself as decrease in absolute drain current
IDsat and transconductance gm while the absolute ‘‘off’’ cur-
rent Ioff and threshold voltage Vth increase.

The typical stress conditions of NBTI are temperatures
of 100–250 �C and oxide electric fields below 6 MV/cm.
These stress conditions are typical during burn-in. The
threshold voltage Vth and flat-band voltage VFB of a MOS-
FET are given by

V th ¼ V FB � 2/F �
jQBj
Cox

; ð26Þ

V FB ¼ /MS �
Qf

Cox

� Qitð/sÞ
Cox

. ð27Þ

The fixed oxide charge Qf and the interface-trapped charge
density Qit are the two factors determining the threshold
voltage shift. Positive increases of these two parameters
lead to a negative threshold voltage shift:

DV th ¼ �
DQitð/sÞ

Cox

� DQf

Cox

. ð28Þ

During the NBTI degradation, the threshold voltage
shifts to more negative direction, affecting either the inter-
face traps or the fixed oxide charges.

The simplest form of the on-state driving current IDsat

and transconductance gm of a MOSFET is given by

IDsat ¼
W
2L

leffCoxðV gs � V thÞ2; ð29Þ

gm ¼
W
L

leffCoxðV gs � V thÞ. ð30Þ

These equations show that the parameters leading to IDsat

and gm degradation are the threshold voltage and the
mobility leff. The mobility degradation is mostly induced
by interface trap generation, leading to additional sur-
face-related scattering.

2.4.1. NBTI physics

Since first observed by Deal et al. [33] in 1967, NBTI has
been intensively investigated and many models for its phys-
ical mechanisms have been proposed. The three most
prominent models in the literature feature holes injection
into the oxide, electron tunneling and electrochemical
reactions.

The hole-trapping model is based on avalanche hole
injection measurements of unstressed MOS capacitors
and NBTI tests [34–36]. This model proposes that the neg-
ative midgap voltage shift (which is believed to be a mon-
itor of the positive oxide charge with no contribution
from interface states), is due to population of intrinsic hole
traps. All the positive charge generated by preceding nega-
tive bias stresses can be removed by the positive bias stress.
However, the exact mechanism for hole injection into the
oxide is still unknown.

The thermally assisted electron tunneling model was
established by Breed [37,38]. According to this model, the
neutral or positive centers, which are the charge
traps, are located near the oxide interface. Under negative
bias stress, the centers are excited. The electrons tunnel
from the excited states into empty states of the Si conduc-
tion band. This is a thermally assisted tunneling process.

Several authors proposed the electrochemical reaction
model or the reaction-diffusion model, which has recently
been accepted by many researchers [39–42]. This model
explains the NBTI effect in terms of electrochemical
reactions.

NBTI became evident with the advent of 0.13 lm
processes as devices required much thinner gate oxides
and introduced nitrides in the SiO2 to prevent boron
penetration into the gate. Another source of concern is
plasma-induced damage during interconnect deposition
resulting in driving hydrogen atoms into the Si–SiO2

interface.

2.4.2. Lifetime prediction

Generally, a threshold voltage shift DVth caused by
NBTI can be expressed as

DV th ¼ Af 1ðtÞf2ðV gÞ exp
�Ea

kT

� �
. ð31Þ

Here f1 and f2 are functions account for the time depen-
dence and gate voltage dependence. Based on the physical
mechanisms and experimental data, several models for the
time dependence have been suggested.

2.4.2.1. Logarithmic time dependence

DV th ¼ A logðtÞ. ð32Þ
This model was established on the ideal of charge trapping,
wherein carriers tunnel into existing traps [33]. According
to this model, the NBTI is field accelerated, and there is lit-
tle or no temperature activation. The saturation behavior is
due to the finite trap density. There is significant deviation
at long time when using this model. However, it is fre-
quently observed in recent high-k gate dielectrics experi-
ments.
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2.4.2.2. Exponential time dependence

DV th ¼ A exp
t
s

� �
ð33Þ

or

DV th ¼ A exp
t
s1

� �
þ B exp

t
s2

� �
. ð34Þ

A single exponential time dependence model was estab-
lished at first based on the first order reaction, which was
limited by the hole concentration [39]. Different from the
logarithmic time dependence, this model suggested the tem-
perature activation from the reactions. Later, a two-expo-
nential model was further suggested [43,44].

2.4.2.3. Power law time dependence.

DV th ¼ Atn. ð35Þ
The power law model was based on the reaction diffusion
mechanism. According to this model, the hydrogen profile
determines the time dependency [40,41]. The temperature
dependence arises from the reaction and diffusion processes
and the saturation behavior comes from the diffusion bar-
rier or the available Si–H bonds. Compared with the other
two models, this model has the most observed features and
is widely accepted.

3. Review of existing reliability simulation tools

IC reliability simulation is not a new concept and a
number of reliability models and simulation methodologies
such as BERT [45] and ARET [46] have been developed
during the past decade. Most state-of-the-art reliability
simulation methods try to emulate the degradation process
of aged devices in a repetitive scheme. They are based on
the physical failure mechanisms and contain the major
wearout models for EM, HCI, NBTI and TDDB. A set
of parameters for each of these failure mechanisms are
identified and the algorithms of extracting these parameters
for a given technology are developed by accelerated tests
on test structures. A circuit simulator, such as SPICE, is
employed to calculate the electrical parameters of fresh
and degraded devices to predict their degradation or failure
from these parameters.

This reliability simulation method can help designers
understand how the devices degrade over time, identify
the reliability bottlenecks within the circuits and make
design tradeoffs between performance and reliability in
the product design stage. It can also help manufacturers
build their circuits such that no known wearout mechanism
will dominate over the life of an operating device and
assure adequate reliability for the product. In what follows,
two commercial state-of-the-art reliability simulation
methods are reviewed, then a set of failure equivalent cir-
cuits for the most important intrinsic silicon wearout mech-
anisms including HCI, TDDB and NBTI are reviewed.
Finally, in the next section, a new failure rate-based SPICE
reliability simulation methodology is introduced to investi-
gate product reliability in different ways.

3.1. Degradation-based reliability simulation tools

Hot carrier reliability simulation models and methods
have been implemented and widely used in the semiconduc-
tor industry for many years. To some extent, the accuracy
of hot carrier reliability simulation represents the robust-
ness and efficiency of the entire reliability simulator, there-
fore, for the purpose of simplicity, HCI simulation is
employed as the vehicle to deliver the basic concepts and
flows realized in some commercial degradation-based reli-
ability simulation methods.

3.1.1. Hot carrier reliability simulation in Virtuoso UltraSim

Virtuoso UltraSim is the Cadence FastSPICE circuit
simulator capable of predicting and validating timing,
power and reliability of mixed-signal, complex digital and
System-on-Chip (SoC) designs in advanced technology of
0.13 lm and below. It has a set of specialized reliability
models (AgeMos) for HCD and NBTI simulation [47]. In
the simulation, an Age parameter is calculated for each
nMOS device with the following formula:

AgeðsÞ ¼
Z t¼s

t¼0

I sub

Ids

� �m Ids

WH
dt; ð36Þ

where W refers to the width of the transistor; m and H are
technology dependent parameters and determined from
experiments; Isub is the substrate current; Ids is the drain
current; s is the time for stress. For pMOS devices, the gate
current Igate is used instead of Isub to determine the Age
parameter. The degree of MOS device degradation has
been experimentally found to be a function of this Age

parameter for wide ranges of channel length and stress con-
ditions and the relationship has a plausible theoretical basis
[48].

The simulation starts with device parameter extraction
and modeling. From the SPICE model parameters of fresh
devices, some other device parameters are added to accu-
rately model Isub. Saturation current Idsat, threshold volt-
age, Vth, or the maximum transconductance, gmax, can be
used as a degradation monitoring parameter. Idsat is a good
degradation monitor for digital circuits, while Vth is suit-
able for analog applications. Normally, the stress time
resulting in 10% decrease of one of these degradation mon-
itoring parameters is arbitrarily set as the device lifetime.
The final step is AgeMos extraction. Based on the Age
parameter calculated after the fresh simulation, the Age-

Mos applies the degradation models, which can be input
to most SPICE-like simulators, for the aged circuit simula-
tion. Reliability simulation with Virtuoso UltraSim is an
iterative process, in which several iterations are often
needed in order to get accurate modeling. The simulation
can calculate and output the degradation results to predict
the lifetime of each MOS instance [49]. The overall simula-
tion flow is depicted in Fig. 1.



Fig. 1. Hot carrier reliability simulation flowchart in Virtuoso UltraSim
[45].
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Fig. 2. HCI reliability simulation in Eldo [50]. A large number of SPICE
simulation iterations have to be carried out to obtain accuracy.
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The fundamental models and methodology of reliability
simulation was first proposed and implemented in BERT
(Berkeley Reliability Tools), introduced by Chenming Hu
in 1992 [48]. This approach to reliability equivalent circuits
was commercially realized in Virtuoso UltraSim and simi-
larly in ELDO, the simulator developed by Mentor Graph-
ics. The main advantages of the BERT simulation
methodologies are accuracy and SPICE modeling technol-
ogy compatibility. However, it imposes a burden on
designers to correctly extract the device fresh and degraded
parameters and leads to non-physical trends, which pre-
vents its popularity in reliability design process. These tools
are very important for the IC designers, but once a circuit is
produced, no flexibility remains to alter the reliability if
a new application or set of operating parameters is
applied.

3.1.2. Hot carrier reliability simulation in Eldo

Eldo and UltraSim both deliver all the capability and
accuracy of SPICE-level simulation for complex analog cir-
cuits and SoC designs. However there are some subtle dif-
ferences. In Eldo, the substrate current Isub is not selected
as the primary reliability parameter as in UltraSim. In gen-
eral, the drain current Id, threshold voltage Vt or transcon-
ductance gm is often used as a degradation monitoring
parameter, and the stress time resulting in 10% decrease
of one of these monitoring parameters is arbitrarily set to
the device lifetime. Hot carrier reliability simulation in
Eldo adopts Id as the degradation monitoring parameter
and characterizes it with a compact DId model, which
directly models the difference of drain currents between
fresh and aged devices.

There exist two competing mechanisms, which lead to
the obvious hot carrier induced drain current variations
between fresh and degraded devices: the deviation of Id

from its linear dependence on Vds due to velocity satura-
tion effects and the decreasing of DId/Id due to the reduc-
tion of charged interface states [51]. In Eldo, the DId is
modeled with Eq. (41) to (40), which unify the subthresh-
old, linear and saturation regions with a simple relation
for both forward and reverse operation modes [50]:
DId

Id

¼ B6ð1� e�B1V gsÞ þ B2

1þ B5ðV gs � B3V thÞ

� �
N itLit

Leff

� �

� 1

1þ aðV ds � V lowÞ þ bV ds

� �
; ð37Þ

V low ¼ A3V dsat; ð38Þ

a ¼ A1

1þ A4ðV gs � V thÞA2
; ð39Þ

b ¼ A5V gs þ A6; ð40Þ
where Nit is the interface trap density, Lit is the extension of
the damage within the channel, Leff is the effective channel
length, Vgs is the gate-to-source voltage, Vt is the threshold
voltage, Vds is the drain-to-source voltage, Vdsat is the drain
saturation voltage, A1 to A6 and B1 to B6 are model fitting
parameters.

The same Age parameter defined by Eq. (36) is incorpo-
rated to model the ‘‘age’’ of each transistor. The HCI aging
process is simulated in an iterative way as depicted sche-
matically in Fig. 2.

The period, Tage, at which the circuit performance is to
be tested is divided into smaller time intervals, T1. The Age
table is calculated at the end of each time interval and a
new simulation with Eldo is carried forward. This process
is repeated until Tage is reached. This iterative scheme can
account for the gradual change of bias conditions as a
result of device wearout.

The DId modeling approach provides the possibility to
have a relatively simpler parameter extraction process. It
is suitable to model bi-directional stress and asymmetrical
drain current behavior. However, because this approach
also adopts both Age parameter and small-step iterative
algorithm in the degradation simulation process, it inherits
the same limitations of the BERT-like tools as discussed
before.



Fig. 3. BERT n-MOSFET HCI circuit model. (a) Bidirectional interface
trap generation near both drain and source. Lf and Lr represent forward
and reverse hot carrier damaged regions. (b) HCI drain current DId circuit
model [51].
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3.2. Failure mechanism equivalent circuits

In order to account for the effect of the failure mecha-
nisms on circuit functionality and reliability, the device-
level lifetime models have to be extended to circuit-level
applications. The bridge connecting the gap between device
wearout degree and circuit performance drift is no doubt
the circuit models. The underlying concept of the circuit
models is modeling degradation of device parameters with
some additional lumped circuit elements (resistors, transis-
tors or dependent current sources, etc.) to capture the
behavior of a damaged MOSFET in circuit operation envi-
ronment. The values of these additional lumped elements
are determined by device wearout parameters (such as DNit

which are time dependent and by device terminal voltage
and current waveforms, therefore, at any time t, values of
these lumped elements can be predicted accurately and
their magnitudes reflect the device wearout degree. The lar-
ger the magnitude of these values, the more severe is the
damage to circuit functionality. As a result, circuit design-
ers can quickly analyze circuit reliability behavior at any
given time with these circuit models.

3.2.1. HCI

Several HCI circuit models have been developed in the
past years and some of them have been built into commer-
cial reliability simulation tools. In this section, some of
these circuit models are briefly reviewed, followed by the
introduction of the HCI circuit model and its imple-
mentation.

BERT has been the most successful circuit reliability
simulation tool. BERT directly models n-MOSFET hot
carrier damage in drain current degradation. The drain
current degradation, DId, results from channel mobility
degradation, which again results from HCI-induced inter-
face traps DNit. DNit is modeled in terms of the famous
Age parameter introduced in the previous section. In
BERT, DId is implemented as an asymmetrical voltage con-
trolled current source in parallel with the original n-MOS-
FET. The p-MOSFET HCI effect is modeled with the
concept of channel shortening and drain resistance increase
[45]. The BERT DId model is shown in Fig. 3. Here one can
see asymmetry in the forward and reverse I–V characteris-
tics, allowing the simulation of devices undergoing bi-direc-
tional stresses (such as devices in a transmission gate).

The detailed DId model equations and parameters are
defined in [52]. The main contribution of BERT DId model
is the ability to characterize bi-directional hot carrier stress
effects, however it requires extraction of six process param-
eters from device testing, which is a non-trivial work.

Experiments have proven that HCI-induced interface
traps in n-MOSFET are localized above the channel near
the drain junction. More specifically, these interface traps
are localized within 100 nm from the drain [53]. Based on
this observation, Leblebici et al. at UIUC [54,55] developed
a two-transistor HCI circuit model, which consisted of an
HCI damaged parasitic transistor with fixed channel length
L2 (L2 � 0.1 lm) in series connection with the original
transistor whose channel length was shrunk to L � L2.
The primary assumption for this model is that all generated
interface traps are occupied with electrons, which equals to
considering only negative fixed charge. The model is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4a, the interface trapped charge Qit due to
HCI can be readily derived as

when (0 6 x < L1):

QitðxÞ ¼ 0 ð41Þ
or when (L1 6 x < L):

QitðxÞ ¼
QM

L2

ðx� L1Þ; ð42Þ

where QM denotes the largest interface charge,
L1 = L � L2, and L2 represents the length of the damaged
channel region. This two-transistor model characterizes the
amount of hot carrier damage with only two parameters
QM and L2, therefore, the model parameter extraction
work is greatly reduced. The drawbacks of this model
are: that the triangular charge density distribution is over
simplified, and that an accurate QM value is difficult to
extrapolate.

The simplest HCI circuit model has been the hot carrier
induced series resistance enhancement model (HISREM),
also named DRd model, which is proposed by Hwang
et al. at Oregon State University [58]. Based on the fact that
the increase of HCI-induced series drain resistance is due to
the injection of hot carriers close to the drain edge, a series
resistance DRd added to the drain of the n-MOSFET can



Fig. 5. HCI circuit model. In the model: Vgdx = Vgs � Vt � Vds and
V Rd
¼ Ids DRd. Vt is threshold voltage and Ids is the current from node D to

S.

Fig. 4. UIUC n-MOSFET HCI two-transistor series model. (a) Triangu-
lar oxide charge distribution profile used in model derivation. (b) Cross-
sectional view of n-MOSFET with hot carrier damage, L2 is the damaged
channel region. (c) Two-transistor series circuit model. The parasitic
transistor has different channel mobility and threshold voltage with the
channel length L2 set to 0.1 lm [54,56,57].
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reflect the process of hot carrier induced interface trap gen-
eration and therefore accounts for the channel mobility
reduction and threshold voltage drifts. HISREM consists
of a voltage dependent drain resistor DRd connected in ser-
ies with the original n-MOSFET. DRd is a function of the
applied voltages and the hot carrier induced interface
trapped charge DNit.

The behavior of the damaged n-MOSFET is emulated
by the original undamaged device operated with a reduced
drain-to-source voltage, which is controlled by this addi-
tional drain resistor DRd. Because DNit is a time dependent
parameter, DRd model is able to predict drain current deg-
radation at any given time. HISREM is also capable of
modeling self-limiting effects of hot carrier damage because
the increase in series drain resistance of an n-MOSFET
suppresses hot carrier stress. The most advantageous fea-
ture of the HISREM model is that only one parameter,
DNit, needs to be extrapolated from device testing work.
Consequently, HISREM can be easily used by circuit
designers to perform an expeditious reliability analysis.

The HCI circuit model is based on the above DRd model
with some improvements. The major improvement is that
DRd value is considered to be determined by both interface
trapped charge DNit and oxide trapped charge DNox. The
contribution of DNox to device wearout is often neglected,
but recent experimental work recognizes that they can
account for some of the observed enhanced degradation
effects in n-MOSFETs which could not be explained solely
by DNit generation.

The HCI circuit model is illustrated in Fig. 5. The deri-
vation of DRd is carried out assuming that (1) all interface
traps are acceptor-like and occupied by electrons, and (2)
the channel mobility degradation, l, is caused by both DNit

and DNox. The assumption (1) means the net charge in
interface traps is a fixed negative charge for n-MOSFET
in strong inversion operation. Assumption (2) leads to:

l ¼ l0

ð1þ a � DNÞ ; ð43Þ

where DN = DNit + DNox (in unit cm�2), l0 is the original
channel mobility, a is a process dependent constant and
a � 2.4 · 10�12 cm2 [58].

The drain current drain flowing through an undamaged
nMOS (when DN = 0 at t = 0) is defined as Ids0:

Ids0 ¼ l0Cox

W
L

V gs � V t �
V ds

2

� �
V ds. ð44Þ

When DN is small, the relation between fresh and degraded
drain-to-source current is

Ids ¼
Ids0

1þ a � DN
. ð45Þ

This leads to an expression of DRd which is determined by
DN and the terminal voltages and currents

DRd ¼
V Rd

IRd

¼ 1þ a � DN
Ids0

V Rd
; ð46Þ

where Ids0 is given by Eq. (43) and V Rd
is calculated using

[59]:



Fig. 6. NBTI circuit model. NBTI-induced p-MOSFET threshold voltage
increase is modeled as absolute gate-to-source voltage decrease. Gate
tunneling current flowing through the gate resistance RG leads to the
increase of voltage at point G 0. This corresponds to the decrease of p-
MOSFET absolute gate-to-source voltage and therefore mimics the
threshold voltage degradation effect. Gate tunneling current is modeled
with two voltage controlled current sources which follow the form of a
power law relation as: I = KVp.
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V Rd
¼ �V gdx þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V 2

gdx þ 2V ds DN
a V gdx þ V ds

2

� �
1þ a � DN

þ q
Cox

" #vuut ;

ð47Þ
where Vgdx = Vgs � Vt � Vds for the linear region and
Vgdx = 0 for the saturation region.

In quasi-static operation, DN is a time-dependent
parameter, therefore, DRd is also time-dependent. At any
given time t, if DN is known, DRd will be uniquely deter-
mined. The models for DN and DNox have been well docu-
mented in literature [53,54]. DNit can be calculated using

DN it ¼ C1

Ids

W
exp � Uit;e

qkeEm

� �
t

	 
n

; ð48Þ

where W is the channel width, Uit,e is the critical energy for
electrons to create an interface trap, ke is the hot-electron
mean free path and C1 is a process constant.

The models and model parameters for DNox are given in
[55] (on pp. 59–66). For convenience, they are recapitulated
as

DN ox ¼ N 1½1� expð�r1IeitÞ� � N 2½1� expð�r2IeitÞ�. ð49Þ
A set of typical model fitting parameters, for Eq. (49), have
been given in [55] (p. 65). The above new DRd model inher-
its all the merits of HISREM model and it is physically
more comprehensive in characterizing hot carrier damages.
The drawback of this improved DRd model is the inclusion
of one more parameter DNox, which complicates parameter
extraction work.

3.2.2. NBTI

Simulating the impact of NBTI at the circuit level using
SPICE is very important [60]. Most of the work on NBTI
SPICE simulation is performed such that the degraded cir-
cuit behavior is simulated using the transistor parameter
Vt, which is shifted by a fixed value [61]. This kind of sim-
ulation method cannot physically relate circuit perfor-
mance degradation to NBTI wearout under dynamic
operation conditions since it does not include the NBTI
stress time as a parameter. The most effective way to
develop such a relation is by developing a NBTI circuit
model. However, to the best of our knowledge, no such
electrical model exists in literature. Stretched exponential
time dependence describes the threshold voltage degrada-
tion as

DV tðtÞ ¼ DV max 1� exp � t
s

� �b
	 


. ð50Þ

Thus, a new NBTI circuit model is proposed, which is an
electrical model relating the time dependent NBTI physical
degradation parameter DVt to lumped electrical model ele-
ments, thereby enabling effective and quick NBTI circuit
reliability simulation.

The most severe NBTI effect is p-MOSFET threshold
voltage increase—DVt, which is equivalent to a decrease
in the p-MOSFET absolute gate-to-source voltage. This
is equivalent to adding a voltage source at the gate. How-
ever, we chose to split the p-MOSFET gate connection and
add a gate resistance RG between the original gate biasing
point G and the p-MOSFET gate terminal G 0. This allows
inclusion of a gate leakage current flowing mechanism
(voltage controlled current sources between gate and drain
and between gate and source), so that the NBTI model can
be included with the TDDB model without a conflict devel-
oping by having a voltage source and current source at the
same node. In fact, there should be no difference between
using a voltage source or a current source to represent
DVt, whereby the gate leakage current flows through the
gate resistance RG and increases the p-MOSFET effective
gate voltage at point G 0. This gate current would depend
on the gate voltage because of R. The current may be some-
what un-physical so a substrate bias source may be substi-
tuted instead, but many possibilities have yet to be
explored in this area.

Since the p-MOSFET source is held fixed at its highest
potential, the inclusion of RG and gate leakage current
leads to a decrease of the p-MOSFET absolute gate-to-
source voltage, thereby imitating the NBTI threshold volt-
age degradation. Based on this concept, the NBTI circuit
model is constructed and shown in Fig. 6. The advantage
of this configuration will become clear when compared to
the model for TDDB, presented next.

In this model, RG is a voltage dependent resistance
because gate leakage currents are voltage dependent. RG

is also a time dependent resistance because voltage drop
across RG at any specific time t is equal to threshold volt-
age shift DVt which is time dependent. According to [62],
the gate leakage current due to oxide breakdown can be



Fig. 7. Power-law leakage current model. The exponent p varies from 5 to
2 as the degradation level increases. K reflects the ‘‘size’’ of the breakdown
spot.
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modeled as a gate-to-diffusion leakage current, with a
power law dependence of the formula I = KVp (where K

and p are fitting parameters). The same power law voltage
dependency, shown in Fig. 6, is adopted in modeling gate
leakage currents. As a result, for the gate-to-drain leakage
current, IGD = K(VGD)p, and for the gate-to-source leakage
current, IGS = K(VGS)p. The default value of p is set to 5,
and the default value of K is 3 · 10�6 [62].

In Fig. 6, the voltage drop across RG is

V RG
ðtÞ ¼ V G0 � V G ¼ DV GðtÞ ¼ ðIGD þ IGSÞRG. ð51Þ

Threshold voltage degradation DVt due to NBTI is already
given by Eq. (50). Therefore, from the relation
DVG(t) = DVt(t), we obtain an analytical solution for RG:

RG ¼
DV max

KV p
GD þ KV p

GS

1� e�
t
sð Þb

	 

. ð52Þ

The typical values and extraction methods for the model
parameters DVmax, K, p, s and b have been given and dis-
cussed during the process of deriving Eq. (52).

One of the most important points shown in Fig. 6 is that
this new model is much better than a simple model which
only inserts a voltage source between G and G 0 representing
threshold voltage shift in that it inherently incorporates
both NBTI and possible oxide breakdown effects.

For nMOS positive bias temperature instability (PBTI)
circuit model, a similar structure to that for pMOS NBTI
shown in Fig. 6 can be constructed, except that all current
flowing directions are reversed and the model fitting
parameters of the threshold voltage model DVt (Eq. (50))
are determined from nMOS PBTI stress testing. For the
two current sources IGD and IGS in nMOS PBTI circuit
model, a better gate leakage model, proposed by Lee
et al. [63] is adopted:

IGS ¼
1

2
AL expðaV GS � bt�c

ox Þ ð53Þ

and

IGD ¼
1

2
AL expðaV GD � bt�c

ox Þ; ð54Þ

where IGS and IGD are in lA, L is effective channel length
in nanometer, tox is oxide thickness in nanometer,
A = 127.04, a = 5.61, b = 10.6 and c = 2.5. These typical
values for n-MOSFETs were obtained by fitting industrial
data and found to be good for technologies across many
generations up to 0.13 lm. These new leakage models are
able to maintain good stability in SPICE simulation [63].

3.2.3. TDDB

It is onerous work to develop an effective circuit model
for gate oxide breakdown because device post-breakdown
behavior is extremely complicated, and has been perplexing
the reliability physics community for decades. Device I–V

characteristics after gate oxide breakdown relies on many
parameters including, breakdown location, transistor type,
voltage polarity, device operation mode (accumulation or
inversion), oxide area and even poly-gate doping type.
Interestingly, literature searches reveal that TDDB failure
modeling is a very active area and more than a dozen cir-
cuit models have been developed by various research insti-
tutes and industrial labs. All this work attempts to develop
quantitative methodologies for predicting the response of
circuits to gate oxide breakdown events [64]. In this section,
some of the most successful TDDB failure circuit models
are reviewed. The first equivalent circuit, developed by
Rodriguez et al., models oxide soft-breakdown as a pro-
gressive wearout phenomenon, whereas the others model
oxide breakdown as a catastrophic singular event.

Starting from the observation that a CMOS inverter’s
transfer curve under gate oxide stresses can be fitted by a
combination of a threshold voltage shift (caused by charge
trapping prior to breakdown) and a gate-to-drain leakage
current model, which follows the form of a power-law rela-
tion as I ¼ KV p

gd. Rodriguez et al. at IBM [65,66,62] devel-
oped a simple TDDB circuit model, which consists of a
voltage-dependent current source bridging either gate-to-
drain or gate-to-source, depending on the breakdown loca-
tion, allowing the oxide breakdown leakage current in a
transistor to be simulated in a circuit. This power-law leak-
age current model is illustrated in Fig. 7.

The effects of gate oxide breakdown on the stability of
SRAM cells and ring oscillators have been analyzed with
this power-law leakage current model. Results show that
for SRAM cells, oxide breakdown at different locations
(drain, p-source and n-source) leads to different trends in
noise margin degradation, while for ring oscillators, oxide
breakdown changes the loading of neighboring inverter
stages and degrades the VTC [65].

Rodriguez et al. [62] note that a linear Ohmic oxide
breakdown resistance is not sufficient to model the experi-
mental data. The Ohmic model only provides good results
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for hard breakdown but the power-law leakage current
model predicts progressive oxide breakdown behavior
prior to the final hard breakdown much better. This model
makes the assumption that hard breakdown is part of a
continuum of progressive breakdowns and allows their
inclusion in a degradation equivalent circuit.

In a MOSFET, the oxide breakdown changes isolation
of the device’s internal structures by forming an abnormal
conduction path and this effect can be modeled with para-
sitic Ohmic or rectifying device elements depending on the
relative doping of the internal structures being shorted.
Based on the fact that oxide post-breakdown behavior
depends on breakdown location (gate-to-channel, gate-to-
drain and gate-to-source), transistor type (n-MOSFET
and p-MOSFET) and poly-gate doping type (n+ poly-gate
and p+ poly-gate), Segura et al. [67,68] developed a com-
plete set of gate oxide short (GOS) electrical models (alto-
gether 12 different GOS models) to account for all
combinations of these location and doping effects. Among
these models, the most important one is the model for gate-
to-channel breakdown of n-MOSFET with n+ poly-gate.
For this device family, the gate-to-channel breakdown path
between the n+ poly-gate and n type inversion channel can
be modeled as a gate-to-channel resistance RGOS. The for-
mation of this resistance-like breakdown path splits the
channel into two parts, which are physically equivalent to
two transistors connected in series. This model is illustrated
in Fig. 8.

For other combinations of location and doping effects,
the models can be readily deduced with the similar princi-
ple. For example, when the breakdown path appears
between the gate and the drain (or the source) terminals
Fig. 8. TDDB GOS model for gate-to-channel breakdown of n-MOSFET
with n+-poly gate. The channel lengths of nMOS1 and nMOS2 follow the
relation: L1 + L2 = L where L is the undamaged n-MOSFET channel
length. The parameter RGOS is related to the size and location of the
breakdown path. A value of RGOS as low as 3 KX was used in the
simulation in [68].
of the n-MOSFET, an n++–n+ barrier (i.e., n+ poly-gate
to n+ drain/source diffusion) will form. In this case, the
breakdown is modeled with a resistance between gate-to-
drain/source.

With these GOS electrical models, Segura et al. [67]
explored testing considerations at the circuit level to sensi-
tize GOS under various logic fault situations (stuck-at,
stuck-open and stuck-on faults) and concluded that GOS
does not behave as a bridge in normal cases and stuck-at
based automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) may not
detect GOS depending on the gate topology.

Gate oxide breakdown equivalent circuit models for
analog circuits and RF circuits are also developed in an
attempt to expand model applicability and explore oxide
breakdown effect beyond digital circuits. For typical ana-
log circuits, oxide breakdown changes parameters of tran-
sistors in differential pairs in an asynchronous way and
therefore leads to mismatches, which accelerates the offset
generation and compromises circuit functionality [69]. As
for RF circuits, they are very sensitive to device parameter
drift. Therefore, oxide breakdown is expected to have more
severe impact on their functionality and performance [70].

Yang et al. [70,71] developed an RF failure circuit model
for gate oxide breakdown and investigated the effect of
TDDB on a low noise amplifier (LNA) circuit. This RF
equivalent model is shown in Fig. 9 which consists of the
original n-MOSFET, terminal series resistances (RG, RD,
RS), substrate parasitic resistances (RDB, RSB, RDSB), gate
overlap parasitic capacitances (CGDO, CGSO), the junction
capacitances (CjDB, CjSB), and two inter-terminal resis-
tances (RGD, RGS). RG and the ‘‘H’’ type substrate RC net-
work are included for more accurate RF modeling. The
Fig. 9. TDDB RF equivalent circuit model. Model parameters for
simulation in [70] are set as: RG = 85.4 X, RD = RS = 12.14 X, RGD =
6.88 KX, RGS = 23 KX, CGDO = CGSO = 15.3 fF, CjDB = CjSB = 7 fF,
RDSB = 80 KX, RDB = RSB = 49.37 X.



Fig. 10. TDDB circuit model for n-MOSFET with hard gate oxide
breakdown and operated in positive gate voltage. (a) Cross-sectional view
of breakdown structure. (b) Equivalent circuit model. Model parameters
for simulation in [72] are set as: RG = 1 KX, LMS

þ LMD
¼ 0:09 lm;

W MS
¼ W MD

¼ 0:25 lm, RD and RS vary from 2.5 KX (at source and
drain) to 12.5 KX (at the middle of the channel).
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two resistances RGD and RGS vary in opposite directions,
representing different breakdown locations along the chan-
nel from source to drain. If one of them is significantly
smaller than the other, breakdown occurs at gate-to-source
or gate-to-drain depending on which resistance is
dominant.

Based on this TDDB RF circuit model, the performance
degradation of 0.16 lm n-MOSFET devices and a 1.8 GHz
LNA circuit was analyzed [70]. For the device S-parame-
ters, the inclusion of RGD and RGS changes the device input
impedance S11, provides an additional connection between
gate and drain and therefore degrades the reverse transmis-
sion coefficient S12, changes the output impedance S22 at
the drain, and also decreases transconductance gm, which
is equivalent to the forward transmission coefficient S21.
Oxide breakdown has significant impact on the LNA cir-
cuit performance: most S-parameters drift dramatically
and fail to meet the usual performance requirements, input
impedance matching is disturbed due to increased gate
leakage currents, and the noise figure obviously deterio-
rates with breakdown paths forming across the gate oxide,
which adds another noise source to the transistor.

The most frequently discussed TDDB circuit model has
been the one proposed by Kaczer et al. at IMEC [72–77]. In
this model, the breakdown path is assumed to form by n-
type silicon and a microscopic structure of the device is
explored to investigate the exact configuration and connec-
tion of device internal parts after gate oxide breakdown.
For an n-MOSFET (n+ poly-gate/p substrate/n+ drain
and source diffusion) with an oxide breakdown path
formed between gate and substrate, if the gate voltage is
negative (VG < 0), the device is in accumulation and no
inversion layer is developed below the Si–Si2 interface.
The contact region of the breakdown path (n-type) and
the substrate (p-type) becomes a forward biased p–n junc-
tion. Electrons are emitted from the n+ poly-gate, flow
through the n-type breakdown path, diffuse along the sub-
strate and are collected by the source and the drain junc-
tions. This mechanism is exactly that of a bipolar
transistor with an emitter at the breakdown path, a base
at the substrate and a collector at the source and the drain.
Therefore, an n-MOSFET with oxide breakdown operated
at negative gate voltage can be modeled with a gate resis-
tor, two bipolar transistors and the original n-MOSFET
[72,74]. Because n-MOSFETs rarely operate at a negative
gate voltage situation, this complicated two-bipolar-tran-
sistor model for (VG < 0) is not of primary interest.

When the gate voltage is positive enough such that the
n-MOSFET is in strong inversion, an n-type conduction
channel will form under the gate oxide connecting the
source and the drain. Then, the contact region of the
breakdown path (n-type) and the channel (n-type) is an
Ohmic contact. The positive gate voltage forces the electric
field to penetrate the breakdown path and deplete the con-
tact region of the breakdown path and substrate. This con-
tact region serves as an electron sink and can therefore be
treated as an additional drain in the middle of the channel.
Based on this microscopic picture, an equivalent electrical
circuit for n-MOSFET with hard gate oxide breakdown
and operated at positive gate voltage has been constructed
and shown in Fig. 10.

Apart from the original n-MOSFET (nMOS), the model
contains a constant resistance (RG) corresponding to
breakdown path, two adjacent parasitic n-MOSFETs (MS

and MD, characterized by level-1 SPICE models), and
two resistors (RS and RD) characterizing the resistance in
the source and the drain extensions, respectively. The effect
of breakdown location is represented by varying the gate
lengths of MS and MD. Gate-to-channel breakdowns in
the vicinity of the drain or the source are represented by
logarithmically varying extension resistances RS or RD

[72]. For gate-to-source (or gate-to-drain) breakdowns,
the model can be simplified to a circuit containing only
RG, RS (or RD) and the original nMOS transistor.

This model has been used in a CMOS ring oscillator
oxide breakdown analysis [73]. The simulation shows that
gate-to-channel breakdowns have minor effects on the cir-
cuit operation but breakdowns at the very edges of the gate
significantly damage the circuit performance. This observa-
tion reveals that progressive breakdown (i.e., soft break-
down) occurs mainly in the transistor channel, while the
hardest circuit-killing breakdowns occur above the source
and the drain extension regions [75]. This conclusion can
be explained with the help of the hard breakdown model
of Kaczer: In the extension regions, where contact resis-
tances are low, the power dissipation during the break-
down is very high and leads to accelerated wearout of the
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breakdown path. This corresponds to hard breakdown
behavior. If breakdown happens in the transistor channel
region, where the resistance (i.e., channel resistance) of
the discharge path is higher, soft breakdown will be
triggered.

Even though a lot of work has been done to improve the
Kaczer model, careful evaluation in [70] and our critical
examination have identified several limitations of this
model: (1) The level-1 MS and MD models are obsolete;
(2) The model only applies to linear operation situation.
If breakdown path forms above the saturation region
where channel has ‘‘pinched-off’’, the inclusion of the two
parasitic transistors, i.e., MS and MD, is not valid. (3) MS

and MD bring two more drain diffusion regions, which
do not physically exist. (4) Simulators cannot handle the
breakdown position from zero to the entire channel length.
(5) It is problematic to preserve the original n-MOSFET in
the model if MS and MD are included because they already
represent all device internal structures after oxide break-
down. Specifically, the entire conducting channel has been
physically characterized by MS and MD. Therefore, it is
erroneous to keep the original n-MOSFET in the post-
breakdown TDDB circuit model. (6) The assumption that
the breakdown path is n-type silicon is arbitrary and phys-
ically unjustified. The last two points are the most impor-
tant ones and they call for developing a physically
justifiable circuit model for gate oxide breakdown. A new
equivalent circuit model, which overcomes these last two
limitations of the previous models, is presented.

Besides the brief review above, there are many other suc-
cessful models worth mentioning [78–83]. A p-MOSFET
gate-to-channel breakdown model is proposed in [78] and
used to investigate its effect on logic gate failures. A pair
of breakdown models for n-MOSFET and p-MOSFET
(only gate-to-diffusion breakdowns) is proposed and used
to transform the effect of oxide breakdown into a delay
fault or a logic fault [79]. Yeoh et al. [80,81] conducted a
thorough investigation of oxide breakdown modes and
developed a set of complex models by combining resistors,
diodes and transistors in different ways to model the device
internal connections after oxide breakdown path formed at
different locations. Based on the work of linear non-split
MOS model and non-linear two-dimensional channel split
MOS model [82], a non-linear non-split MOS oxide break-
down model is developed in [83] in an attempt to enable cir-
cuit simulation of gate-to-channel effect on minimum
length transistors. Even though these models do not accu-
rately model all aspects of breakdown, the development of
fundamental concepts, physical principles and modeling
techniques in these models is good infrastructure for con-
structing any advanced oxide breakdown circuit models.
Following this conclusion, a new TDDB circuit model is
developed below.

From the semiconductor materials point of view, it is
improper to assume the breakdown path as n-type silicon
diffusion because this is not physically substantiated. The
oxide breakdown path is actually a defect-assisted electron
conduction rather than a reliable physical connection.
Therefore, the resistance cannot be solely used to model
gate-to-channel and gate-to-diffusion breakdowns. The
correct modeling method should be based on the channel
potential re-distribution concept. The oxide breakdown
disturbs the channel surface potential around the break-
down path, where the gradual channel approximation
(GCA) fails, so a new three-dimensional channel potential
model has to be developed. According to [68], in a 3-D
coordinate system with x along the channel length (from
source to drain), y perpendicular to the gate oxide, and z

along the channel width W direction, the contact point
of the breakdown path to the channel surface can be
defined as: x = L1, y = 0 and z = W1 (see 10 in [68]). The
drain current ID of a defect-free MOSFET can be obtained
from

ID ¼
W
L
½f ðWðx ¼ LÞÞ � f ðWðx ¼ 0ÞÞ�; ð55Þ

where W(x) is the channel surface potential at x, f is a func-
tion of channel mobility, oxide capacitance, threshold volt-
age and the device terminal voltages.

If the breakdown defect located at (x = L1, y = 0 and
z = W1) is considered, the two-dimensional channel can
be divided into two regions, and similar to Eq. (55), the
drain and source currents of the damaged MOSFET can
be written as [68]:

ID ¼
W

L� L1

½f ðWðx ¼ LÞÞ � f ðWðx ¼ L1ÞÞ� ð56Þ

and

ID ¼
W
L1

½f ðWðx ¼ L1ÞÞ � f ðWðx ¼ 0ÞÞ�; ð57Þ

where W(x = L1) is the surface potential under the break-
down path. Eqs. (56) and (57) show that an n-MOSFET
with gate oxide breakdown is equivalent to the series con-
nection of two devices with gate geometries of (W,L1) and
(W,L � L1).

No matter what the breakdown path is made of, its elec-
trical effect is to provide a conduction path to inject elec-
trons from the channel into the gate. Therefore, a voltage
dependent current source IOX connecting between gate
and channel can be used to model this effect. Based on
the above discussion, a new TDDB circuit model is
obtained and illustrated in Fig. 11.

It seems that this model requires two model parameters
(L1 and Vi, which is the voltage at the connection point of
M1 and M2), but with some practical simplifications, Vi can
be reduced to a function dependent on L1. Therefore, there
is only one independent model parameter left requiring
characterization, which facilitates the application of this
model.

Suppose the original drain-to-source current of a fresh
n-MOSFET is Ids0, and neglect the effect of RD, RS and
the short-channel effect (in order to simplify equation der-
ivation), we can write Ids0 as



Fig. 11. TDDB circuit model for n-MOSFET with hard gate oxide
breakdown. IOX = IS � ID is a voltage dependent current source repre-
senting breakdown path current injection effect. RD and RS characterize
the resistance in the source and the drain extensions, respectively. L1

represents breakdown location away from the source edge.
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Ids0 ¼ lnCox

W
L
ðV gs � V tÞV ds �

V 2
ds

2

	 

ð58Þ

Applying Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) to Fig. 11 (for
simplicity, neglecting RD and RS), we get the following
equations:

IOX ¼ IS � ID; ð59Þ

ID ¼ lnCox

W
L2

ðV 0G � V iÞðV D � V iÞ �
1

2
ðV D � V iÞ2

	 

; ð60Þ

ID ¼ lnCox

W
L1

ðV GS � V tÞðV i � V SÞ �
1

2
ðV i � V SÞ2

	 

; ð61Þ

where L2 = L � L1 is the channel length of M2,
V 0G ¼ V G � V t2, Vt2 is the original threshold voltage Vt plus
body bias (Vsb = Vi) induced enhancement effect. Vi repre-
sents the channel potential at the breakdown location.

The main effects of gate oxide breakdown on device
characteristics are abrupt gate current and substrate cur-
rent generation. The gate voltage cannot control and sus-
tain channel current as well as before, which leads to
degradation of the drain current. Therefore, a good
assumption in Fig. 11 is that the source current IS main-
tains its value as before, whereas the injection of IOX

degrades ID. This means IS = Ids0. From Eqs. (58) and
(61), we solve for Vi:

V i ¼ V Gon �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V 02Gon � V 2

S þ V ovV S þ
2Ids0L1

lnCoxW

� �s
; ð62Þ

where VGon = VG � Vt, Vov = VGon � VS is the gate over-
drive voltage. If VS is tied to ground, Eq. (62) is reduced to
V i ¼ ðV G � V tÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðV G � V tÞ2 �

2Ids0L1

lnCoxW

s
. ð63Þ

Eq. (63) (or Eq. (62) if VS 5 0) shows that Vi is solely
determined by L1. Therefore, the number of model param-
eters is reduced from two to only one. If the breakdown
location parameter L1 is characterized from experimental
work, according to Eqs. (58)–(63), the voltage dependent
current source IOX can be obtained.

The above n-MOSFET TDDB circuit model can be eas-
ily extended to p-MOSFET by properly changing the cur-
rent flow directions in Fig. 11 and voltage/current signs in
the model equations.
4. Failure-rate-based SPICE (FaRBS) simulator

4.1. Assumptions of the FaRBS model

(1) Constant failure rate assumption. Eventhough the
four failure mechanisms we are investigating (EM,
HCI, NBTI, and TDDB) do not all follow exponen-
tial distributions, we have justified that for a complex
electronic system with multiple failure mechanisms,
an exponential distribution can be used to approxi-
mate the overall failure rate. We have also proven
that in the rate-based reliability analysis method,
the distribution for each failure mechanism is not
very important for determining the failure rate. All
trends in hazard rate of each failure mechanism will
be averaged out to yield a constant level of failure
rate.

(2) Equal contribution assumption. This assumption can
be changed if failure analysis results show the actual
distribution of field failures. We assume here that the
device is designed properly with no dominant failure
mechanism. As a result of improved knowledge of
device failure mechanisms, electronic components
are designed at the edge of ‘reasonable’ life under
tightly controlled specifications. Therefore, if any
failure mechanism is more significant than the others,
specific design and manufacturing techniques will be
developed to address this dominant failure. This
assumption is the extension of the previous one.
When no single failure mechanism dominates, all
are equally likely and the resulting failure distribu-
tions resemble constant rate processes.

(3) Proportional acceleration assumption. Constant fail-
ure rate-based reliability for electronic components
allows the manufacturer to test parts under acceler-
ated conditions on condition that all failure mecha-
nisms are accelerated in approximately the same
proportion. The resulting failure rate could then be
extrapolated to operating conditions considering
temperature, frequency and applied voltage. If this
assumption is wrong, the accelerated stress test will
lose its ground.
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(4) Linear superposition assumption. System failure rate is
linearly modeled as a sum of individual failure mech-
anisms. We do not consider interactions between dif-
ferent failure mechanisms. For example, HCI will
precipitate the occurring of TDDB, but the interrela-
tion is very complex and normally insignificant and
negligible.

(5) Technology dependence assumption. All model param-
eters for each failure mechanism are only technology
dependent. For different technologies, model param-
eters may vary, but for the same technology, they
are assumed to be constant. This assumption allows
manufacturers to design, accelerate and measure sim-
ple but typical sample structures to determine each
model parameter. Then, designers can use these
extracted model parameters to estimate failure rate
of a device manufactured by the same technology.

MTTFEM ¼ AEMðJ � T Þ�2 exp
EaEM

kT

� �
; ð64Þ

MTTFHCD ¼ AHCD exp
h

V ds

� �
; ð65Þ

MTTFTDDB ¼ ATDDBAG
1

V gs

� �ða�bT Þ

exp
X
T
þ Y

T 2

� �
; ð66Þ

MTTFNBTI ¼ ANBTI

1

V gs

� �c

exp
EaNBTI

kT

� �
. ð67Þ

The lifetime of each wearout failure mechanism for each
interconnect and MOSFET in a circuit can be determined
by Eqs. (64)–(67). To obtain the lifetime for the entire cir-
cuit, we need to combine the effects of these different wea-
rout mechanisms across different structures. This requires
information of the time-dependent lifetime distribution
for each wearout mechanism. In engineering applications,
the FIT value is normally used to qualify product reliabil-
ity, which represents the number of failures per 109 device-
hours of accelerating test. Since most FIT calculation
methods only apply to systems with constant failure rate
for each failure mechanism, care must be used for systems
having failure modes with time-varying characteristics
[84].

With further developments in deep submicron technolo-
gies, IC’s become increasingly complex, so both the physi-
cal dimensions and logic functions to their limits. Every
unit is prone to fail in a shorter time, and if it does fail,
the system may be greatly impaired or may even fail alto-
gether. We can therefore approximate a complex integrated
circuit by a competing failure system, i.e., a series failure
system. Another practical approximation is that each fail-
ure mechanism has an exponential lifetime distribution.
In this way, the failure rate of each failure mechanism is
treated as a constant. This assumption is normally inaccu-
rate for wearout failure mechanisms because their failure
rates have decreasing values at the beginning of the compo-
nent lifetime and go up as the component ages. However,
since our intention is to characterize product reliability
with MTTF or FIT, we will deal with the average value
or mean value of the failure rate. Therefore, the trends of
decreasing and then increasing failure rates will be aver-
aged out to an approximately constant process. With the
above two assumptions, we can apply the standard sum-
of-failure-rates (SOFR) model widely used in industry to
determine a system’s failure rate from its individual failure
mechanism [85].

From the SOFR model, the lifetime MTTFs of a circuit
composed of n units can be related to the lifetime MTTFij

of each unit due to each of its m individual failure
mechanisms:

MTTFs ¼
1Pm

i¼1

Pn
j¼1

1
MTTFij

. ð68Þ

The FIT is interchangeable with MTTF according to its
definition for constant failure rate system:

FITs ¼
109

MTTFs
. ð69Þ

Based on the four wearout failure models proposed in Sec-
tion 2 and the SOFR model, a new failure rate-based
SPICE reliability simulation methodology is proposed,
whose basic philosophy and assumptions are the same as
those of an acceleration test. This methodology emphasizes
the effects of the device or circuit operating parameters
(such as current, voltage, frequency, temperature and
power) on their failure rates, rather than on their degrada-
tion behavior. MTTF and FIT are the primary reliability
parameters to be investigated, and no Age parameter is re-
quired to model the aging process.

A SPICE circuit simulator is used to determine the oper-
ating parameters for each interconnect and MOSFET in a
circuit. Other model constants, fitting parameters and acti-
vation energies in the wearout models will be extracted
from experimental and testing data. Then, the MTTF
and FIT of the circuit can be readily calculated with Eqs.
(64)–(69). It is obvious that the failure rate-based method-
ology does not simulate the degradation of devices in a
repetitive scheme as other methods introduced in Section
3.1. Therefore, the parameter extraction work for degraded
devices is greatly simplified. Another advantage is that this
simulation method elevates the reliability simulation from
transistor level to circuit level and can be easily used to esti-
mate lifetimes for various device families.

The flow chart of the entire simulation process is
depicted in Fig. 12.

The above reliability simulation methodology provides a
way for reliability projections and scaling behavior predic-
tions of CMOS devices. By employing the latest MOS
SPICE models (such as BSIM3v3 or BSIM4) and fitting
parameters as well as the projected process parameters
for deep submicron technologies, the reliability trend of
each wearout failure mechanism may be simulated accord-
ing to its lifetime model.
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This simulation method can also be used to investigate
the derating characteristics of semiconductors and provide
ways to validate derating guidelines. In order to quantify
the lifetime improvement for a device working under der-
ated conditions, a term derating factor, Df, is defined as
the ratio of measured MTTF of a semiconductor device
under manufacturer-rated operating conditions to the
MTTF of an identical device operating under derated con-
ditions [86]:

Df ¼
MTTFderated

MTTFrated

ð70Þ

According to the four wearout failure models, the derat-
ing factors for EM, HCD, TDDB and NBTI can be given,
respectively, as:

Df EM ¼
J 0T 0

JT

� �2

exp
EaEM

k
1

T
� 1

T 0

� �� �
; ð71Þ

Df HCD ¼ exp h
1

V ds

� 1

V ds0

� �� �
; ð72Þ
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Df NBTI ¼
V gs0

V gs

� �c

exp
EaNBTI

k
1

T
� 1

T 0

� �� �
. ð74Þ

Eqs. (71)–(74) provide the basis to estimate the lifetime
enhancement when derating temperature, frequency, cur-
rent and voltage. With reduced voltage and frequency,
resulting power dissipation may be accurately calculated
based on the SPICE simulation. Since these are all in pro-
portional, the ratios may be applied to a full circuit and the
scenario of the operational characteristics at lower voltage/
speed operation is obtained. Derating operating parame-
ters may reduce device performance, but the reduction of
electrical or thermal stresses within the device will also re-
duce the degradation rate, thereby improving device reli-
ability and lifetime.

It is worthwhile to emphasize that the MTTF or FIT
value alone does not portray a complete picture of the cir-
cuit reliability. The time distribution of device lifetime due
to each failure mode is very important. With this informa-
tion, the failure rate-based SPICE reliability simulation
method may provide insight into and ways to investigate
the accurate ratios of the voltage and temperature acceler-
ation factors for any individual failure mechanism. The
simulation results can then be compared to the tested volt-
age/temperature acceleration data from the manufacturers
to calculate the expected FIT values for parts operating in
the field.

The main purpose of utilizing a failure-rate-based reli-
ability analysis over standard time-to-fail calculations is
that it eliminates the demand for analyzing each detail of
every node in each circuit. Our approach assumes that
the appropriate precautions were taken by using the BERT
methodology when the circuit was designed, so that there is
no vulnerable node or circuit that will lead to consistent
single-mode field failures. Those calculations were critical
for the chip designer, but are not so important for the user.
FaRBS takes over when multiple mechanisms may lead to
failure of a system including many circuits, where many
approximations over many failure modes over the whole
chip will result in an average that customers will be able
to accept as a probability of failure over time. There is still
much work to be done from this point when FaRBS is
implemented for specific circuit classes (e.g., SRAM), and
these results are compared with industrial evaluation.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, two state-of-the-art degradation-based reli-
ability simulation methodologies are reviewed and a new
failure rate-based SPICE reliability simulation methodol-
ogy is proposed to address some limitations inherent in
the former methods. Both types of simulation are based
on the same wearout failure physics but addressing reliabil-
ity from different perspectives. Therefore, they are both nec-
essary for product designers, users and manufacturers. The
chip designers need degradation-based approach to make
sure that there are no design-vulnerable parts inherent in
the chip. The failure-rate based approach is for the users
or system designers to qualify product reliability by assum-
ing that all failures will be random and scaleable and circuits
do not have any one failure mode dominating by design,
otherwise, the device designers or part manufacturers will
develop methods to address those more significant failure
mechanisms. The simplicity and power of this reliability
simulation method make it an additional tool for designers
and users to estimate product reliability and allow system
designers to de-rate products for longer life applications.
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